think about Latin American masculinities, Ana S. Q. Liberato et al. observe:
The film industry is a culture-and knowledge-making institution. As such, cultural re-presentations communicated in cinematic narratives convey meanings about a society's problems, anxieties and contradictions and reflect that society's view of itself and what is considered valued or undesirable.
1
For India and in Bollywood contexts, Kaveree Bamzai notes that when it comes to brand endorsements, "fabloid couples" who may not in all cases be married, are presently acting as agents of social change and perceptions, nudging Indians towards acceptance of "global" standards of gendersensitivity and assertions of individuality.
2 The present article highlights that similar trends of social change are also being promoted in relation to gay gossip and gender issues, probably more closely linked to commercialization. While US immigration officials may still not know who is Shah Rukh Khan, causing diplomatic complications and anger, 3 billions of fans worldwide are eagerly taking up attractive new opportunities to watch King Khan in action. 4 Many players in the media industry, including the stars themselves, make considerable profit out of this deliberate trend to increase the intensity of "gossip." Stardom is described as a quality by which an actor or performer outgrows the roles assigned to him or her in films, and becomes a "star text," a figure whose personal life becomes entwined with their filmic career, and whose exploits are documented in a variety of media such as television, radio and magazines.
5 How much of this is commercialization and how much relates, in the examples examined here, to deliberate strategies to promote alternative sexualities, and possibly wider human rights issues, is a question that deserves further scrutiny. Popular cinema is now perceived as the "dominant form of public culture" in India.
6 Its songs form the bulk of popular music, film star fashions are emulated and mass-produced and the stars themselves wield enormous influence in brand promotion and commercial consumption. In India, a film star can achieve near-mythical status, appearing in many fields of media at the same time, advertising competing brands and endorsing a variety of charities and movements. As an Indian journalist returning from abroad notes, "the old tribal gods have been replaced by the Bombay gods."
7 Their images are prevalent and ubiquitous. Male film stars command the most influence in terms of fees and devoted fan followings, although there are some exceptions, and SRK is clearly not one of these: at the time of writing, he is by common accord the most influential of the male Bombay gods, and his image towers above citizens not just in India but across the world, from movie posters in Marrakech to Tag Heuer endorsements in New York City.
